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Preface 
The failure rate associated with new business ventures nation-
wide is astonishing. The purpose of this study is to reduce the risk 
involved in business start-ups or expansions through the provision 
of information on business opportunities which appear to hold the 
the greatest promise for success. The study area is Appalachian 
Kentucky. Lists of retail, service, and construction opportunit ies 
within the region 's 12 trading areas are provided. 
This report should be of particular interest to potential business 
entrepreneurs with in Appalachian Kentucky. Others likely to be in-
terested in the report would include the area's bankers, chamber of 
commerce, area development district personnel, and those involved 
in local economic development. The method used is highly appli-




New businesses are the first to fail! Beyond this, there is a high 
mortali ty rate for all small businesses. Some statistics put the 
failure rate as high as 8 out of 10. 
Many individuals study and report findings on business 
failures ... what causes them, how many there were, etc. One reason 
seldom cited is that the market potent ial for the new business did 
not exist before it was started. To overcome this problem and to 
reduce the risk associated with small business start-ups, this report 
looks at the need for different types of businesses within a market. 
The threshold concept used here is not new. However, the 
approach is unique in that business opportunities are identified for 
large rural areas. The methodology used in this report has also been 
used and proven. But both the concept and methodology have been 
applied to urban areas for a site-specific opportunity. The concept 
and methodology are used in th is report for rural , multi-county 
market areas. 
This report 's methodology involves comparing the average local 
population per store for a particular business with state averages for 
that business to determine whether sufficient populat ion exists to 
support a new business. By using this methodology, 382 prospective 
business opportunities have been identified out of a possible 1,416. 
The potential opportunities are divided into the retail , service, and 
construction sectors and are targeted for 12 market areas within 
Appalachian Kentucky. 
The markets and business sectors are ranked according to need 
for start-up assistance. This will allow regional planners, lending in-
stitutions, and management/technical assistance providers to 
prioritize and channel their limited resources into those areas with 
the most need. Prospective business owners will be assisted by the 
identification of those businesses with a higher than average proba-
bility of success. This, in the end, should reduce the risks associated 
with small business ownership and thereby increase the probability 
for success. 
Introduction 
" It is a recognized fact that young businesses discontinue first. Of 
all the new businesses started, thirty-three percent will cease opera-
tion within one year; within two years fifty percent will discontinue 
operation; and before five years have passed nearly two-thirds of the 
new businesses will not exist for one reason or another." (Metcalf, 
1973.) It is imperative, then, that the prospective business owner and 
his financial partner reduce the risks associated with business 
starts and expansions. 
The purpose of this study is to provide prospective business 
owners with a list of business opportunities within Appalachian Ken-
tucky that appear to hold promise for new business creation or ex-
pansion. Such information serves to reduce the risks associated 
with these starts and expansions, and thus improve the chance for 
success. 
Potential business opportunities are identified based upon the 
threshold concept. Webster defines threshold as " the place or point 
of entering or beginning." Threshold is also defined more specifi-
cally as " the minimum sales (or population) necessary for a given 
business function to survive" (Yeates and Garner, 1971.) 
The threshold concept employed in this study is not new. 
(Smailes, 1944; Berry and Garrison, 1958; King, 1961; Davies, 1967.) 
However, the approach used is unique in that business opportunities 
are identified for a large rural area, Appalachian Kentucky. Former 
studies employing this methodology are business specific, site 
specific, and focus on urban areas. (Brenner, 1976; Hodgson and 
Read, 1978; Vorzimer, 1974.) 
The advantage of this study's method is that it identifies those 
businesses appearing to have the best chance of success, based 
upon market area population. In addition, business creation and ex-
pansion opportunities are identified due to a quantifiable level of 




Businesses are classified into many categories-large or small; 
local, regional, or national; retail, wholesale, service, or manufactur-
ing. To provide information on all possible combinations of these 
business categories is beyond the scope of this study. This report is 
therefore lim ited to retai l, construction, and service type businesses 
already located within Appalachian Kentucky without regard to the 
relative size of the exist ing businesses or size of the venture's exist-
ing market (local, regional or national). Appalachian areas are those 
counties which have been so designated by the Appalachian 
Regional Commission (ARC). 
Wholesale businesses normally have a customer base broader 
than one market area, and the establishment of a wholesale 
business is based only indirectly upon population. For example, a 
wholesale supplier of groceries furnishes its product to a number of 
independent grocery stores. The decision to start this type business 
is based upon the number of grocery stores, not people. 
Also, transportation (SIC 40), communications (SIC 48), medical 
services (SIC 80), and governmental services (SIC 90) are omitted 
from this report. The establishment of these types of businesses and 
services are, for the most part, beyond the scope of local 
businessmen, based upon their capital intensiveness and required 
governmental involvement. Additional studies are planned at a later 
date to examine other c lassifications of businesses. 
User Cautions 
The benefits of a study such as this include a screening process 
whereby marginal opportunities are excluded. But such benefits 
must be tempered by reality and certain cautions. 
"The mere identification of a true business opportunity is not 
enough. Such opportunity must be exploited by the right individual 
with the right talent at the right time" (Steinmetz, et.al., 1968). 
There are several cautions to be stated concerning a study of this 
type. Most important is the fact that the inclusion of any and all 
business opportunities listed within this study is not a guarantee of 
success for that business venture, nor is the exclusion of any 
business opportunity an indication of failure or impending failure for 
those existing business establishments. It is also strongly sug-
gested that this study does not evaluate all the factors necessary for 
a sound analysis of a specific business venture. Other factors which 
must be taken into consideration are: management ability, site/loca-
t ion select ion, competition, and financial factors. A feasibility study 
or business plan on each opportunity is necessary to evaluate more 
reliably its probability of success before the start-up decision is 
made. 
There are two additional limiting factors that require identification 
and consideration by users of this study. The first factor is the data 
source selected to identify the existing businesses within the 
region. A search was made for a source identifying all known 
businesses within the region by Standard Industrial Classifications 
(SI Cs). (SI Cs are code numbers assigned to similar types of business 
so that major activities are grouped together for easy comparison.) 
None was obtainable. It was determined that the most reliable and 
easily attainable data source is the yellow page advertising directory 
of the local telephone companies. There are some problems 
associated with this information source. First, it is not a complete 
listing of all businesses. Advertising in the yellow pages is voluntary. 
Second, some business headings do not conform to one specific 
SIC. Third, the listing under which a business is classified is largely 
voluntary. Additionally, some businesses can and do advertise under 
more than one classification. This could cause double counting if 
the two selected yellow page categories are not in the same SIC. 
Finally, the yellow pages contain no direct indication of the size of 
existing establishments. Therefore all businesses are classified 
equally regardless of the number of employees, annual sales level, or 
square footage used by the business. 
The final problem to be addressed here is the conversion of the 
yellow page directory business classification headings into the 
appropriate SIC. Some yellow page headings include the joint listing 
of retail products and services, such as " Kitchen Cabinets & 
Equipment- Household." This classification includes the retail 
sales of kitchen cabinets and some kitchen remodeling contractors. 
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In cases of joint yellow page advertising, the retail product was 
selected over the service. 
The preparation of a specific feasibility study or business plan is 
strongly recommended before starting one of the identified 
business opportunities. Considering the identified shortcomings of 
this report, this study remains adequate for its intended purpose, 
which is to identify potential business opportunities within the 
Appalachian region of Kentucky. 
Methodology 
While the methodology developed for this study is not new, its 
application is unique. Various parts of business locational 
methodologies designed and implemented in urban areas have been 
combined to identify business opportunities in rural areas. 
In its simplified form the threshold methodology uses four steps 
or pieces of information-(1) population of the community, (2) the 
number of existing stores plus one, (3) average popu lation per store, 
and (4) comparison with census data. (Lasser, 1974.) 
This simplified methodology, then, is the basis for this study. Ini-
tially each community (county) within Appalachian Kentucky was to 
be studied independently. However, it was felt that Eastern Ken-
tucky counties are not totally independent. Therefore, it was deter-
mined that a market center approach was necessary. (Harris, 1943; 
Smailes, 1947; Green, 1955; Berry and Garrison, 1958.) Essentially, 
the market center concept implies that people cross county borders 
to obtain their required goods and services. These markets may be 
just a few city blocks in urban areas or they can extend many miles in 
rural areas. (Vorzimer, 1974.) 
The establishment of market centers is a complex task and one 
that is quite controversial. This study makes use of a simplified 
approach to selecting market centers. It should be noted that the 
selection of a market center title city does not indicate that 
preference be given to these cities in starting business oppor-
tunities identified by this research. The results of this analysis apply 
to all the counties and communities comprising the market area 
rather than just the market 's tit le city. 
Market areas were delineated by examining the flow of each coun-
ty's workforce (Kentucky Department of Commerce, 1973). Counties 
with net inflows of labor force are selected as prel iminary market 
centers. Then the counties surrounding these preliminary market 
centers are studied. By plotting the highest inflow and the highest 
outflow of labor force for counties with common borders it is evident 
which counties contain market centers. This identifies the primary 
market centers. Finally, the non-market center counties are assigned 
to a market center based upon the direction of the highest workforce 
outflow direction. Map 1 represents the final selection of markets, 
the market centers, and principle direction of labor force flow. 
Of the original 49 Appalachian Kentucky count ies, eight have 
market centers not within the defined Appalachian region. These 
counties are Adair, Casey, Clinton, Cumberland, Garrard, Green, Lin-
coln, and Monroe. Market centers for these counties include Boyle, 
Jessamine, and Taylor, which are more " Bluegrass" than Appalachia 
in terms of history and culture. Therefore, these counties are not 
studied. 
Fleming and Lewis counties also have a non-ARC county as their 
market center, Mason County. Mason County, however, is more 
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closely identified with Appalachian history and culture than the 
other non-ARC market centers. So Mason County is included in this 
study. 
Finally, one West Virginia ARC county is selected as a market 
center for three Kentucky counties. Both Martin County and Pike 
County have major outflows of labor force into Mingo County, West 
Virginia. However, Pike County is deemed a secondary market center 
because of a major inflow of labor from Letcher County. Based upon 
the workforce commuting patterns, 12 market areas are identified. 
They are listed as fol lows and also appear in Map 1, page 27. 
(1) Ashland Including Boyd, Carter, Greenup, and 
Lawrence counties 
(2) Corbin-London Incl uding Knox, Laurel, and Whitley coun-
ties 
(3) Harlan-Middlesboro Including Bell and Harlan counties, Ky., 
and Claiborne County, Tenn. 
(4) Hazard Incl uding Breathitt, Clay, Lee, Leslie, 
Owsley and Perry counties 
(5) Maysville Including Fleming, Lewis, and Mason coun-
ties 
(6) Morehead Including Elliott, Morgan, and Rowan coun-
ties 
(7) Mt. Sterling Including Bath, Menifee, and Montgomery 
cou nties 
(8) Prestonsburg Inc luding Floyd, Johnson, Knott, and 
Magoffin counties 
(9) Richmond Including Estil l, Jackson, Madison, and 
Rockcastle counties 
(10) Somerset Inc luding McCreary, Pulaski, Russell, and 
Wayne counties 
(11) Williamson-
Pikeville Includ ing Letcher, Martin, and Pike coun-
t ies, Ky., and Mingo County, W.Va. 
(12) Winchester Incl uding Clark, Powell , and Wolfe counties 
Once the market areas are identified, the population of each 
market is tabulated using 1980 Census data (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 1981). Populations are listed in Appendix 1. 
The task of identifying existing businesses within each of the 
markets was next undertaken. Lasser says, " Often new businesses 
are an adaptation of businesses already in existence . ... To 
st imulate your imagination scan the 'Yel low Pages' of the telephone 
book. See the range of enterprises listed." Steinmetz, et.al. , say that 
working with a community map and the yellow pages reveals 
possibilities for new businesses. (Lasser, 1974; Steinmetz, 1968.) 
Following this approach, the telephone books for the 44 counties 
of this study were collected. The number of businesses by yellow 
page heading was tallied and the exchanges were grouped by market 
areas. All listings with non-local telephone exchanges were exclud-
ed, so that only local businesses were counted. From this, the 
number of businesses per market, by yel low page heading, were 
found. 
To standardize the data, the yellow page headings were converted 
to Standard Industrial Classifications and were then combined in 
cases where more than one yellow page heading had the same SIC 
(Office of Management and Budget, 1972). For example, restaurants 
are classified as 5812. The yellow pages also have headings of Box 
lunches, and Pizza, which are also defined as SIC 5812. This conver-
sion and consolidation provides the total establishments, by SIC 
code, for each market. 
When the population and number of establishments (by SIC) for 
each market is known, population divided by establishments results 
in inhabitants per establishment for each of the 12 markets. Using 
the 1977 Census of Retail Trade and the1977 Census of Selected Ser-
vices as the standard for comparison, a determination is made of 
which SICs are able to sustain new growth in terms of expansion of 
existing businesses or creation of new businesses. The inhabitants 
per establishment for the state standards and the 12 market areas 
within Appalachian Kentucky are listed in Table 1 of this report. 
Methodologies such as this have been used for screening oppor-
tunities for some time. Examples of comparing local populations per 
establishment with census data date from at least 1943 (Harris, 
1943). The Small Business Administration recommends this 
methodology in several of its publications. (Vorzimer, 1974; Metcalf, 
1973.) 
Informally this methodology has been used as the underlying 
rationale for many of the "gut feeling" generalizations about poten-
tial new businesses. It has been heard many times that: "Marysville, 
USA, just got a new papermili. We have just as much to offer, if not 
more, here in Backwater, USA." What is missing from the above 
statement is concrete numbers. While this study has its shortcom-
ings, it takes the first step by providing the necessary justification 




Data to be Analyzed 
The analysis of the data presented in Table 1 consists of compar-
ing the markets' inhabitants per establishment (1/E) with the state 
average 1/E (threshold population) for each SIC. This comparision 
places each market's SIC and 1/E into one of three categories. The 
categories are Not Feasible, Feasible for Start-up, and Expansion. 
Appendix 2 provides titles for the SICs used throughout this study. 
An SIC is categorized as Not Feasible for a market for one of two 
reasons. First, and most likely, is an SIC which presently has an 1/E 
either at or below the state threshold population (TP). For example: 
looking at Table 1 for SIC 533 (Variety Stores) we find a TP of 9,597. 
The Prestonsburg market has an 1/E for this SIC of 7,436. This in-
dicates the market is supporting its variety stores with 2,161 fewer 
people than the state average TP. For the purposes of this study, this 
SIC is Not Feasible for the Prestonsburg market. The second reason 
an SIC is termed Not Feasible is an insufficient population to sup-
port a particular SIC, which does not now exist within the market. An 
example of this situation is SIC 563,8 (Women's Accessories and 
Specialty Stores) in Table 1. The dashed line (--) under the Mt. Sterl-
ing market indicates no SIC 563,8 businesses within the market. The 
TP established is 43,434. The population for the Mt. Sterling market 
(which is found in Appendix 1) is 35,188. This market must grow by 
8,246 people before its 1/E would reach the necessary TP. Therefore, 
this is not a feasible business opportunity. 
The second catergory for classification of SI Cs is feasible 
business opportunities. To be defined as Feasible for Start-up, for 
the purpose of this study, an SIC must have an 1/E that is at least 
twice as large as its corresponding TP. 
The reader should be aware that one cannot simply divide the 
market area's total population by the TP for a particular business to 
determine the number of feasible business startups of a given kind 
in the market area. This is because the relationship between the 
number of businesses needed and gross population is not a linear 
function. (Berry and Garrison, 1958; King, 1961 .) Each succeeding 
business needs a larger population to support it than the business 
established before it. The relationship between the number of 
establishments and population is different for each SIC. It is beyond 
the scope of this study to compute the exact relationship for each 
SIC. The number of new businesses will be determined only by a 
detailed market study. This number also depends heavily on the size 
of the proposed new establishment. 
A feasible opportunity classif ication exists in two cases. First, an 
SIC with an 1/E at least twice as large as its corresponding TP is a 
direct indication of an opportunity for a business start; for example, 
SIC 546 in the Hazard Market has a TP of 16,821 and an 1/E of 50,505. 
Also, if an SIC does not presently exist within a market and the 
market's population is greater than the TP, it is feasible. An example 
of this category is found in Table 1, SIC 7933 (Bowling Alley) in the 
Hazard market. Since a bowling alley does not exist in this market 
and the established TP of 43,994 is below the 101,846 population for 
this market, a bowling alley is feasible . 
The fin al category for the analysis of data is termed Expansion. To 
be classified as an Expansion possibility, an SIC must have an 1/E 
that is above, but not twice as large as its corresponding TP. Some 
growth is appropriate for establishments in this category. Also, 
some start-up opportunities may exist in this category. This is par-
ticu larly true for SICs with a low TP in markets with large popula-
tions. However, the development of a business plan/feasibility study 
is strongly recommended to support this activity. 
An additional use for the Expansion data is possible when actual 
or expected population growth rates are known. When both pieces of 
information are available, estimates can be made as to when a par-
ticular SIC will be Feasible for Start-up. On Table 1, SIC 546, Retail 
bakeries has a TP of 16,821. To be feasible for start-up, a market 
must have an 1/E of at least 33,642. The Williamson-Pikeville market 
has an 1/E of 32,458. This is 1,157 people less than the necessary TP. 
Assuming a growth rate of 1 percent per year for this market's 
population of 163,071, the required TP will be reached in 8.5 months. 
This figure was calculated as fol lows: 
1% 
12 mos. 
x 163,071 = 135.88 population increase per month 
1157 =8.5 mos. 
135.88 
Table 2 presents the results of this analysis process and lists the 
categories into which the SI Cs are placed for each of the 12 markets. 
Based on Table 2, a listing of potential business opportunities can be 




There are 118 Standard Industrial Classificat ions addressed in this 
study. Retail SICs account for 57 or 48 percent. There are 35 service 
SICs which account for 30 percent of all SICs found within the 
region. The remaining 22 percent or 26 SICs are in the construction 
industries. Of these 118 SICs, seven are feasible for new business 
starts in all 12 markets. This represents 6 percent of all SICs. Three 
of the seven SICs are services, while the remaining four are con-
struction SICs. The seven classifications that are feasible in all 
markets are: 










Management, consulting, and public rela-
tions services 
Automotive top and body repair shops 
Producers, orchestras, and entertainers 
Operative builders 




Feasible for Expansion 
An additional seven SICs are listed for start-up or expan-
sion in all 12 markets. Of these seven, five are service and 













Shoe repair shops 
Bill iard and pool establishments 
Other amusement and recreation services 
General contractors-residential : single-
family houses 
General contractors-non-residential: in-
dustrial buildings and warehouses 
Not Feasible 
Conversely, 20 SICs have been found not feasible in all 
market centers. 
They include 15 retail , two service, and three construc-
tion SICs, and are: 
Retail: 521, 523, 525, 526, 531, 551 , 553, 562, 569, 
572, 5733, 5941 , 5947, 598, and 5999 
Service: 751 , and 7534,5,9 
Construe tion: 1795, 1796, and 1799 
(Titles for these SICs can be found in Appendix 2.) 
Adjusting for the 20 SICS not feasible region-wide, there are 378 
business opportunities in the region in 98 SICs. As seen in Table 3, 
the construct ion industry as a whole has the largest opportunity to 
SIC ratio at 5.6:1 (5.6 opportunities per SIC). Services has the largest 
absolute number of opportunities (at 160) but ranks second in terms 
of opportunities per SIC at 4.8:1 . While retail SICs comprise 43 per-
cent of the feasible classifications, they account for only 24 percent 
of total opportunities with an opportunity per SIC ratio of 2.3:1 . This, 
then, ranks the SIC groups into areas for prioritization of start-up 
assistance. The construction sector appears to have the greatest 
need for technical , management, and start-up assistance. 
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Probability of Selecting a Successful 
Business Opportunity and Location 
Reference and technical resource materials contain many 
statistics on the gross number of business failures. The introductory 
material to this study states that two-thirds of all businesses will fail 
within f ive years. (Metcalf, 1973.) Others cite the failure rate as being 
as high as 8 out of 10. (Siropolis, 1977.) 
Some interesting data is presented in Table 4 concerning the 
likelihood that a prospective business owner will at random select a 
particular type of business and location that might be successful 
based solely on inhabitants per establishment. 
The number of business opportunities for each of the three major 
SIC categories was taken from Table 3. Since there are 118 SICs in-
cluded in this study and 12 markets, the total combination of 
businesses and markets is 1,416 (118 x 12). The number of SICs for 
each of the major categories as reported earlier in the study was 
multiplied by 12 to determine the total combinations of businesses 
and locations by major SIC category. Finally, the number of business 
opportunities was divided by the number of business and location 
combinations to determine the probability of selecting a successful 
business by location. 
For the retail sector there are 96 identified business opportunities 
out of 684 total retail combinations. Thus, only 14 percent of the 
combinations are likely to be successful if SIC and location are 
selected at random by a prospective business owner. The probability 
is somewhat higher for the services and construction sectors. For 
services, 38 percent of the SIC and location combinations appear to 
be able to support new business starts. For construction, 41 percent 
of the combinations hold some promise for successful business 
activity. In total, a mere 27 percent of the SICs studied have potential 
for start-up activity. Therefore, it is evident that a random selection 
of a business type in a specific market will result in a business 
failure at least 59 percent, and possibly as high as 86 percent, of the 
time. 
These already high fai lure rates are likely to increase when con-
sideration is given to such factors as prior knowledge of the selected 
business, short and long range planning, general management skills, 
venture capitalization, etc. The primary purpose of this study, then, 
is to provide the prospective business owner with information as to 
which businesses and locations are able to support a new or expand-
ed business. This data, in combination with a business plan that has 
been advocated throughout this study, will serve to increase the suc-
cess rate of new business starts. 
Analysis of Markets 
An analysis of the markets can be accomplished collectively and 
individually. The analysis of opportunities on a regional basis and the 
ranking of needs based upon the number of opportunities available 
within the market can target those areas with the largest growth 
potential. This assists regional planners and financial institutions in 
allocating limited resources based on objective rather than subjec-
tive data. 
Table 5 ranks the markets according to business opportunities 
available. A ranking of one is the market with the most potential. The 
ranking of twelfth indicates the market is currently offering the 
" best" set or most businesses to its population (i.e., it has the least 
amount of new business opportunities). The data presented in 
Appendix 3 was used to rank the markets. This data consists of the 
number of start-up opportunities by SIC group for each market. The 
second set of data presented is the business expansion by SIC 
group for each market. This data is used in the event that more than 
one market has equal start-up opportunities. From this ranking proc-
ess, regional and local planners and financial institutions now have 
objective data to be utilized in the allocation of limited resources. 
The Ashland Market. The Ashland market contains two of the 
three Appalachian Kentucky counties that are included as part of a 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) as established by the 
Bureau of the Census. Boyd and Greenup are classified as 
metropolitan counties. This contrasts sharply with the predomi-
nantly rural character of Appalachian Kentucky. Given this, one 
would assume a low rank for the Ashland market in terms of 
business opportunities. However, the Ashland market ranks 
eleventh overall, with individual rankings of twelfth in retail , ninth in 
construction, and ninth in services. Appendix 4 lists the potential 
business opportunities for the Ashland market. This list includes 
two of the 57 retail SIC; 15 of 35 service SIC, and 9 of 26 construction 
SIC. In all , 23 potential opportunities exist in this market. 
The Corbin-London Market. This market, consisting of Whitley, 
Laurel, and Knox counties, will surprise many people in several 
ways. First, the commuting patterns establish Whitley County as the 
market center, rather than the London area of Laurel County. 
Secondly, this market ranks eighth overall in the number of total 
business opportunities. This market offers a level of services more in 
line with its population than the Ashland market. The Corbin-London 
market ranks eighth in services offered to its population. The Corbin 
market ranks in eleventh place in the construction industry. 
However, the market rises to sixth place for its retail trade. The 
market's 29 opportunities are listed in Appendix 5. 
The Harlan-Middlesboro Market. The Harlan-Middlesboro market 
consists of Harlan and Bell counties, Kentucky, and Claiborne Coun-
ty, Tennessee. Nine retail opportunities exist 'tor a retail ranking of 
fifth out of the 12 markets. There are also 14 opportunities for ser-
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vice businesses which result in the ranking of fourth place for this 
sector. Construction businesses rank sixth with 11 opportunities. 
The combined total of 34 potential business opportunities ranks the 
Harlan-Middlesboro market fourth overall. Potential business oppor-
tunities are found in Appendix 6. 
The Hazard Market. This market's six counties-Breathitt, Clay, 
Lee, Leslie, Owsley, and Perry, make it the largest in terms of total 
area. It is second in population. Due to its large population and 
relatively few businesses, this market ranks first overall. This market 
could possibly support 15 additional construction businesses for a 
construction ranking of first place. Retail opportunities for these 
counties also rank the market first, while services are at third place 
based on a regional comparison. Appendix ? lists the 44 business op-
portunities for this market. 
The Maysville Market. This market, consisting of Fleming, Lewis, 
and Mason counties, is linked by U.S. Highway 68 and Kentucky 
Highways 10, 11, and 32. The market ranks tenth in retail businesses 
with only five listed retail opportunities out of the 57 identified retail 
SIC. The market rises to fifth place in the construction sector and 
seventh in services. With 29 total opportunities, listed in Appendix 8, 
the Maysville market has an overall ranking of seventh place. 
The Morehead Market. Rowan, Morgan, and Elliott counties com-
prise this market, and it ranks in ninth place regionally for all oppor-
tunities available. Ranking in eleventh place are retail business op-
portunities. The market has somewhat more opportunities with a 
ninth place ranking in construction and a sixth place ranking in ser-
vices. Appendix 9 lists the market's 27 opportunities. 
The Mt. Sterling Market. The Mt. Sterling market consists of Bath, 
Menifee, and Montgomery counties. This market fares very well with 
an overall ranking of tenth place. Mt. Sterl ing ranks eighth in the 
region for retail trade. Only six retail opportunities exist for this 
market. The market ranks tenth in the construction SIC codes. The 
services available in Mt. Sterling market puts it in eighth place. The 
26 SIC opportunities for this market are located at Appendix 10. 
The Prestonsburg Market. The Prestonsburg market, consist ing of 
Floyd, Knott, Johnson, and Magoffin counties, ranks third overal l out 
of the 12 markets. Retail businesses provide the least number of op-
portunities for this market. Eleven retail opportunities rank this 
market as third. This market ranks third for the construction SICs 
with 12 opportunities available. Services provide a potential for 17 
opportunities for a service ranking of second. Only 51 percent of the 
identified service SIC are provided for within this market. Potential 
business opportunities are listed in Appendix 11 for the 
Prestonsburg market. 
The Richmond Market. Consisting of Madison, Estill , Jackson, and 
Rockcastle counties, this market is ranked f ifth overall. These coun-
ties are tied together by Interstate 75 and U.S. Highway 421 . The 
Richmond market ranks fifth for its services with 14 opportunities 
from the 35 identified service SICs. Following this is retail , which 
ranks the market seventh with its seven opportunities. Construction 
opportunities also rank seventh. The 32 opportunities ident ified for 
this market are listed in Appendix 12. 
The Somerset Market. Pulaski and its other three market counties, 
Russell , McCreary and Wayne, ranks sixth overall. The Somerset 
market rates very well in services at eleventh place. The construction 
industry and retail businesses within this market rise to fourth place 
regionally. Somerset's 32 opportunities are listed in Appendix 13. 
The Williamson-Pikeville Market.Williamson, West Virginia, was 
selected as the market center for the Kentucky counties of Martin, 
Pike, and Letcher. Pike County is a secondary market center for this 
group of count ies. The 44 SICs listed in Appendix 14 equal the 
largest set of potential opportunit ies for all the market centers. 
Ranking in second place overall, this market center also ranks first in 
service opportunities and second in retail and construction oppor-
tunities. This market could support a great amount of growth. 
The Winchester Market. Clark is the only other Appalachian Ken-
tucky SMSA county. It is listed as part of the Lexington/Fayette 
SMSA. The other market counties, Powell and Wolfe, have direct 
access to Clark County and Fayette County via the Bert T. Combs 
Parkway. The fact that Clark County is part of th is large SMSA in all 
probabil ity accounts for its overall ranking of twelfth with respect to 
all potential business opportunities. According to the data analyzed, 
the Winchester market has fewer opportunities in the construction 
sector than the other markets, with seven potential opportunities for 
new businesses. Thus this market ranks twelfth in construction. 
Winchester also ranks twelfth for services with nine of 35 SICs listed 
as possible new businesses. Six retail opportunities in this market 
provide a retail ranking of ninth. Potential business opportunities 





Three hundred eighty-two potential business start-up oppor-
tunities exist for the Appalachian region of Kentucky. An average of 
31 new businesses are avai lable in each market. This is nearly four 
businesses for each of the 98 SICs (adjusted) found feasible within 
the 44-county study area. For the most part, the southeastern Appa-
lachian region of Kentucky offers the most growth potential. These 
markets include Williamson-Pikeville, Prestonsburg, Hazard, and 
Harlan-Middlesboro, which have more opportunities than the 
regional average. Map 2 displays the market areas and categorizes 
them as more than average, average, or less than average. This data 
should assist regional planners who possess the necessary tools 
and expertise in prioritizing and channeling their resources to areas 
with the most need. 
Retail Opportunities. The retail Standard Industrial Classifications 
offer each market 's population the widest array of products, with 48 
percent of all regions' SICs being retail. Further, this group of SICs 
has the smallest set (96 of 382) of potential business opportunities. 
Regionally, this group should receive the lowest priority of 
assistance and al location of scarce financial resources. 
The majority of retail opportunities fall within the SIC 59 group. 
These opportunities are primarily specialty shops such as 
bookstores, florists, pet stores, gift and novelty shops, camera 
shops, and the like. These are feasible business opportunit ies based 
on total population. Many of these SICs require higher than 
"average" income levels or a larger specialty market such as 
"camera buffs." 
Priority of resources for retail businesses is indicated for the 
Williamson-Pikeville, Hazard, Somerset, Prestonsburg, Harlan-
Middlesboro, and Corbin-London markets. These areas- have a 
significant number of opportunities in the retail SIC group, as seen 
on Map 3. 
Service Opportunities. This group of SICs accounts for 30 percent 
of all SICs studied. Yet they account for 41 percent of all business 
opportunities. While this is the largest percentage in absolute terms, 
the opportunities per SIC ratio is 4.8 to 1, ranking this group second 
in terms of prioritizing efforts and resources. 
A wide range of services is required regionally: personal services, 
business services, repair services, and recreational and amusement 
services. Services particularly need to be addressed in the 
Will iamson-Pikeville, Prestonsburg, Hazard, Ashland , Harlan-
Middlesboro, and Richmond markets. These six markets possess 
more than the average number of opportunities, as indicated on Map 
4. 
Construction Opportunities. This group of SICs accounts for the 
second largest set of opportunities (128 of 382). The group is also the 
smallest, with 26 SICS adjusted to 23 for the three SICs not feasible 
regionally. This gives an opportunity to SIC ratio of 5.6 to 1, the 
largest of the three SIC groups. The vast majority of construction 
opportunities comes from the specialty construction areas such as 
masonry, concrete work, glass and glazing, roofing, flooring, and 
painting. This may be explained due to the possibility of oversatura-
tion in SIC 1521 General Contractors; residential buildings-single• 
family housing, which is not evident from the data. 
For the most part, general contractors are of adequate numbers 
except for " General Contractors- industrial buildings and 
warehouses" which may be due to an insufficient real need rather 
than lack of trained contractors. 
The construction industry needs to receive top priority in the 
allocation of limited technical assistance and financial assistance 
resources as determined by this study. Five of the 12 markets have 
opportunities in this area larger than the regional average. These five 
markets are Hazard, Prestonsburg, Williamson-Pikeville, Maysville, 




Table 1. Market's Inhabitants Per Establishment 
by SIC Code 
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SIC TP 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 
521 5041 917 849 1400 1839 994 1087 1099 995 1441 812 1656 1441 
523 21578 8364 2853 4204 4214 2017 3460 2704 4542 3603 2414 5410 2882 
525 7380 4317 3210 4201 3262 4438 3172 2343 5224 4931 3397 6011 2713 
526 19928 2307 4466 5306 4045 2336 2003 2929 8037 3747 2959 7377 2306 
527 22142 26765 11412 25205 12641 8877 12687 17537 5804 13383 6115 14754 
531 20657 3824 4755 4303 3487 2959 2928 3515 2679 3447 3276 4057 4612 
533 9597 16728 102707 9165 5949 5548 19030 5858 7463 13383 5396 10143 
539 6017 33457 17118 14403 7224 5548 9515 5858 11608 4258 9173 8542 7687 
541 688 1263 784 908 887 994 624 976 1161 756 633 1119 688 
542 27769 6083 10271 100820 10113 12687 8997 8787 52238 4931 13104 27048 7687 
543 32891 19118 34236 25205 12621 38060 20992 11715 20895 46841 22932 27048 11530 
544 38498 33457 102707 50410 17537 54097 23060 
545 38940 33457 50410 25283 38060 62977 . 104476 46841 91726 54097 
546 16821 11152 14672 12603 50565 38060 31489 35146 13060 13104 32458 46119 
549 32265 26756 20541 50410 38060 62977 17413 31227 45863 81145 11530 
551 6775 2525 3950 3601 1744 2928 2249 1034 1833 4684 1952 2798 1774 
552 3128 2307 2014 2725 3262 2114 7872 1134 2985 3022 1292 3774 3843 
553 4009 936 1253 1309 1076 1119 1067 1172 1136 1768 936 1288 961 
554 931 1174 761 1327 836 1029 913 606 1493 815 936 1517 756 
555 46409 8364 10271 16803 20226 9515 6997 2704 17413 46841 3669 14754 
556 59436 33457 34236 100020 19030 31489 35147 81145 
557 38065 14870 17118 33607 50565 17573 14925 23421 15288 20286 23060 
559 38065 5719 5406 33607 101130 12687 10496 17573 20895 46841 5733 23148 46119 
561 10755 7872 10271 6721 25238 6343 8997 7020 9498 6692 6552 10819 6588 
562 5943 4055 3210 3361 4399 2239 2863 5858 2049 4931 3397 3528 4193 
563,8 43434 4780 102707 50410 38060 62977 . 104476 30575 162290 15375 
564 31960 14870 17118 16803 25238 6343 6997 18736 18345 18032 11530 
565 7301 14870 14672 50565 6343 6997 34146 46841 15288 11530 
566 8124 4182 6419 5041 7224 8877 2537 5021 4975 6692 3988 6762 7678 
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SIC TP 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 
569 35661 3717 4466 2881 10130 4035 3806 11715 3603 7807 5733 13524 5124 
5712 4266 3264 2233 2145 2107 2219 2537 2510 3869 5205 2966 3864 1845 
5713 15399 4055 5135 4583 4214 4932 38060 2704 4975 5855 5396 6762 2713 
5714 38065 111529 9337 25205 50565 14795 11715 23421 11466 20286 7687 
5719 18614 2166 5706 8402 33710 8877 7612 17573 17413 13383 11466 8542 2882 
572 13030 1097 1007 1061 1190 1387 952 1034 1833 2129 899 1607 1125 
5732 9707 13383 2634 1833 2245 3170 2719 2343 3370 2179 1799 3528 2562 
5733 19470 9559 4279 4503 14447 14795 7612 8787 8706 8517 11466 10143 9224 
5812 921 164 676 1327 1011 765 865 7029 1290 892 2293 1151 732 
5813 4603 50410 7779 3414 17573 4461 91726 23184 7687 
591 3722 3824 50410 4397 4035 3806 3195 5804 5205 2866 5072 3843 
592 4500 4816 1707 1850 2465 162290 1774 
593 3619 3186 3313 4201 4816 3699 3172 3515 6530 3747 3163 12484 3075 
5941 8892 4182 4108 3734 5323 8877 2719 2929 6146 4931 3397 7728 4193 
5942 27543 13383 14672 25205 50565 22192 12657 35146 26119 46841 54097 23060 
5943 67757 44609 10271 14403 101130 14795 19030 11715 14925 46841 18345 81145 15373 
5944 9256 6373 5406 5931 9194 4035 3806 5021 9498 9368 8339 6762 5124 
5945 14729 14807 9337 10082 20226 8877 19030 35146 34825 23421 11466 40573 11530 
5946 72078 22304 44384 35146 104476 
5947 7717 2433 4891 3151 6742 2611 2537 2343 3603 4684 3669 5072 2882 
5948 161326 133826 51354 50410 35146 52238 93682 23060 
5949 9763 9559 6847 8402 33710 22192 19030 8787 8037 9368 22932 23184 9224 
596 7147 8921 6042 25205 10113 3699 5437 7029 5804 6692 7056 14792 5765 
598 11804 4951 2568 3601 4045 4035 4758 5021 2679 6245 4169 1551 4612 
5992 6368 3936 5706 50410 5618 2611 5437 3195 4542 6245 3528 6242 3843 
5993 109285 16728 22192 46119 
5994 42348 66913 16803 52238 81145 
5999 2716 1239 1351 1096 3189 1305 1730 1850 1493 1837 1456 2081 1025 
7011 5499 6691 5706 6301 6321 8877 9515 5858 4749 4073 2133 5596 3843 
7032 70573 34236 25205 19030 
7033 18715 33467 34326 50410 25283 38060 11715 10409 15288 
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SIC TP 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 
721 5703 3042 2703 8402 8427 1930 1812 4393 4749 3603 2548 6242 2882 
(all other) 
722 9410 2677 50410 25283 22992 12687 17573 52238 31227 45863 81145 46119 
723 978 1217 1367 1483 1945 1345 2719 1255 1741 1874 1207 2108 1398 
724 2845 6083 17118 12603 12641 6341 7612 7029 9498 5511 6552 10819 11530 
725 28708 66913 51354 33607 33710 38060 52238 93682 45863 40573 46119 
726 7787 4780 5135 7755 7779 4035 6343 4393 7463 7807 6552 10143 5124 
729 2258 14870 7201 7224 3414 4758 5021 3869 4931 2414 990 2427 
731 12979 7872 12838 14403 16855 7397 7612 17537 6965 18736 11466 40573 7687 
734 4839 2788 11412 16803 8428 11095 12687 4393 10048 10409 5096 18032 5765 
737 33875 44609 17118 100820 44384 38060 35446 1044 76 93682 23060 
7392 3981 22304 20541 50410 50565 38060 52238 46841 18345 18032 7687 
7394 14601 7872 6419 50410 50565 44384 38060 34825 46841 22932 32458 6588 
Other 73 1671 1808 1605 2521 6321 2611 3806 2343 2223 3230 2548 3958 1025 
751 28708 5576 4279 12603 12641 4438 5437 7029 8037 10409 4169 9016 6588 
752 31366 66913 102707 44384 38060 23421 81145 
7531 4250 66913 102707 33607 50565 8787 52238 18736 23148 15373 
7534,5,9 9115 734 622 2345 2352 1530 2114 1464 2374 1874 1609 1143 1281 
7538 2594 1287 2389 2459 1156 1138 1002 2704 2322 1644 1329 4386 1153 
754 7716 4317 1938 5306 2408 2114 2379 11715 7463 3123 2184 6762 1708 
7622 6367 4780 4669 6721 5618 7397 5437 35146 13060 7206 3276 10819 23060 
7623,9 10586 3824 4466 8402 16855 22192 2537 925 4542 7206 1207 5072 7687 
764 7285 10294 10271 14403 14447 6341 12687 17573 26119 11710 8339 20286 11530 
763,9 3119 2124 1741 2653 2661 2611 1655 1674 2322 2465 1764 3312 2096 
783 19031 26765 12383 16803 25283 14795 12687 11715 17413 15614 13104 18032 23060 
792 5204 44609 51354 100828 44384 46481 91726 23060 
7932 27996 133826 102707 50410 50565 44384 38060 35146 46481 45862 46119 
7933 43994 104476 93682 91726 162290 
79 3226 3522 3804 5041 33710 8877 19030 5858 3869 11710 3988 6440 3578 
(ex 792,793) 
8072 31958 133826 51358 100820 50565 44384 104476 45863 81145 15373 
81 1430 1037 1247 1545 1059 1009 1269 1212 1014 1952 1638 1375 1246 
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SIC TP 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 1/E 
891 4062 7043 4042 7060 1714 6341 9515 5858 2132 9368 3822 3312 4193 
1521 1965 3717 5135 10082 10113 4035 6343 8787 6146 7807 11466 6762 2306 
1522 80655 4279 7463 5396 6011 
1531 9624 
1541 30246 51354 50410 35146 93682 54097 
1542 11329 44609 34236 14403 4438 3172 5858 104476 6692 3548 
1611 17736 7872 7336 7201 1930 4229 5021 5499 6245 8339 10143 4612 
1622 120982 34236 44384 104476 81145 46119 
1623 23524 44609 34236 100820 9515 34825 46841 30575 15373 
1629 26465 33457 11412 9165 35146 9498 18736 91726 32458 9224 
1711 3898 1312 2334 3734 4397 5548 2114 4393 4018 3230 2414 3381 2196 
1721 10788 8364 20541 33607 38060 35146 26119 46481 40573 23060 
1731 6308 2268 3210 3361 9194 14795 1812 5858 5804 4931 2866 4271 3075 
1741 6285 44609 100820 38060 35146 93682 30575 81145 
1742 13550 9559 14672 20164 20226 14795 12687 35146 104476 46841 8339 23184 11530 
1743 60491 44609 34236 101130 35146 93682 46119 
1751 7915 102707 100820 101130 - 162290 46119 
1752 27996 22304 51354 100820 35146 104476 45863 81145 23060 
1761 11886 4055 5135 14403 12641 5548 19030 5021 9224 13383 4586 16229 46119 
1771 13770 35146 
1781 73641 44609 34236 16803 50565 19030 35146 13060 46841 91726 9016 23060 
1791 94097 66913 14672 100820 50565 22192 38060 26119 30575 32458 
1793 72074 
1794 10553 6691 9337 5306 50565 8877 19030 4393 14925 8517 30575 23148 3548 
1795 338750 91726 
1796 112917 16728 51354 100820 49384 26119 16229 23060 
1799 14728 1409 1834 3477 3890 2774 3806 1406 2009 5511 2479 4057 2562 
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Table 2. Results of Analysis and 
Classification of Potential Opportunities 
C: 
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521 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
523 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
525 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
526 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
527 E N E N N N N N N N N s 
531 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
533 E s N N N E N N E N E s 
539 s s s E N E N E N E E E 
541 E E E E E N E E E N E N 
542 N N s N N N N s N N N N 
543 N E N N N E N N E N N N 
544 N s E s s N N s s s E N 
545 N s E N N N N s E s E s 
546 N N N s N s E N s N E s 
549 N N E s N E s N N E s N 
551 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
552 N N N E N N N N N N E E 
553 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
554 E N E N E E N E N N E N 
555 N N N N s N N N N N N s 
556 N N E s N N N s s s E N 
557 N N N E E s N N N N N N 
559 N N N s N N N N E N N E 
561 N N N s N N N N N N N N 
562 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
563,8 N s E s E N N s s N s N 
564 N N N N N N s s N N N N 
565 s s s s s N s s s s s E 
566 N N N N E N N N N N N N 
569 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5712 N N N N N N N N E N N N 
5713 N N N N N s N N N N N N 
5714 N N N E N s N s N N N N 
5719 N N N E N N N N N N N N 
572 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5732 E N N N N N N N N N N N 
5733 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5812 N N E E N N s E N s E N 
5813 s E N s N s s E 
591 E s s E E E N E E N E E 
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592 s s N N N s N 
593 N N E E N N N s E N s N 
5941 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5942 N N N E N N E N E s E N 
5943 N N N E N N N N N N E N 
5944 N N N N N N N E E N N N 
5945 E N N E N E s s E N s N 
5946 N s s s N N N E s s s N 
5947 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5948 N N N N N N N N N N s N 
5949 N N N s s E N N N s s N 
596 E N s E N N N N N N s N 
598 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
5992 N N s N N N N N N N N N 
5993 N N N N N N N N N N s N 
5994 E s N s s N N E s s E s 
5999 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
7011 E E E E E E E N N N E N 
7032 s N N s N N N s s s s N 
7033 E E s E s s N s N N s s 
7215 s s s s N E E s E s s N 
721 N N E E N N N N N N E N 
(all other) 
722 s s s s s E E s s s s s 
723 E E E s E s E E E E s E 
724 s s s s s s s s E s s s 
725 s s E E s E s E s E N E 
726 N N N N N N N N E N E N 
729 s s s s E s s E s E N E 
731 N N E E N N E N E N s N 
734 N s s E s s N s s E s E 
737 E N s s E E E s s s s N 
7392 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
7394 N N s s s s s s s E s N 
73 N N E s E s E E E E s N 
(all other) 
751 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
752 s s s s E E s s N s s s 
7531 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
7534,5,9 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
7538 N N N N N N N N N N E N 
754 N N N N N N E N N N N N 
7622 N N E N E N s s E N E s 
7623,9 N N N E s N N N N N N N 
764 E E E E N E s s E E s E 
763,9 N N N N N N N N N N E N 
783 E N N E N N N N N N N E 
792 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
7932 s s E E E E E s E E s E 
7933 s s s s s N N s s s s s 
24 
79 E E E s s s E E s E E E 
(all other) 
8072 s E s E E s s s s E s N 
81 N N E N N N N N E E N N 
891 E N E N E s E N s N N E 
1521 E s s s s s s s s s s E 
1522 s s s s N N N N s N N N 
1531 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
1541 s E E s s s E s s s E s 
1542 s s N N N N N s N s s N 
1611 N N N s N N N N N N N N 
1622 s N N s s N s E E E s N 
1623 E E s s s N s E E E s N 
1629 E N N s s s E N N s E N 
1711 N N N E E N E E N N N N 
1721 N E s s s s s s s s s s 
1731 N N N E s N N N N N N N 
1741 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
1742 N E E E E N s s s N E N 
1743 N N s E N N N s E s s N 
1751 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
1752 N E s s s s E s s E s N 
1761 N N E E N E N N E N E s 
1771 s s s s s s s s s s s s 
1781 N N N N N N N N N E N N 
1791 N N E N N N N N N N N N 
1793 s s s s N N N s s s s N 
1794 N N N s N E N E N s s N 
1795 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
1796 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
1799 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Code: 
S: Feasible for Start-up 
E: Feasible for Expansion 
N: Not Feasible 






Table 3. Business Opportunities 
















er SIC Ratio 
2.3 to 1 
4.8 to 1 
5.6 to 1 
3.9 to 1 
Table 4. Probability of Randomly Selecting 







Number Number of Probability 
Business Business and of Good 
Opportunities Location Combinations Selection 
96 684 .14 
1~ 4W -~ 
128 312 .41 
382 1416 .27 
25 
Table 5. Ranking of Markets According to 
Potential Business Opportunities 
Ranking Retail Service Construction Total 
1 Hazard (14) Williamson-Pikeville (19) Hazard (15) Hazard (44) 
2 Williamson-Pikeville (12) Prestonsburg (17) Williamson-Pikeville (13) Williamson-Pikeville (44) 
3 Prestonsburg (11) Hazard (15) Prestonsburg (12) Prestonsburg (40) 
4 Somerset (10) Harlan-Middlesboro (14) Somerset (12) Harlan-Middlesboro (34) 
5 Harlan-Middlesboro (9) Richmond (14) Maysville (12) Richmond (32) 
6 Corbin-London (9) Morehead (13) Harlan-Middlesboro (11) Somerset (32) 
7 Richmond (7) Maysville (12) Richmond (11) Maysville (29) 
8 Mt. Sterling (6) Corbin-London (12) Mt. Sterling (9) Corbin-London (29) 
9 Winchester (6) Ashland (12) Morehead (9) Morehead (27) 
10 Maysville (5) Mt. Sterling (11 ) Ashland (9) Mt. Sterl ing (26) 
11 Morehead (5) Somerset (10) Corbin-London (8) Ash land (23) 
12 Ashland (2) Winchester (9) Winchester (7) Winchester (22) 
Based on data from Appendix 3 
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Appendix 1. Market Area Populations 
County Population Market Area Totals 









Harlan-Middlesboro Market 100,820 
Bell 34,336 
Harlan 41,889 
Claiborne, Tn. 24,595 







































Mingo, W. Va. 37,336 
Winchester Market 46,121 
Clark 22,322 
Powell 11 ,101 
Wolfe 6,698 
Total Study Area 1,056,919 
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Appendix 2. Standard Industrial Classifications 
Found Within the Study Region 
Retail Trade 
521 Lumber and other building material dealers 
523 Paint, glass, and wallpaper stores 
525 Hardware stores 
526 Retail nurseries, lawn, and garden supply stores 













































Miscellaneous general merchandise store 
Grocery stores 
Meat and fish markets 
Fruit and vegetable markets 
Candy, nut, and confectionery stores 
Dairy product stores 
Retai I bakeries 
Miscellaneous food stores 
Motor vehicle dealers-new and used cars 
Motor vehicle dealers-used cars only 
Auto and home supply stores 
Gasoline service stations 
Boat dealers 
Recreational and utility trailer dealers 
Motorcycle dealers 
Automotive dealers, N.E.C. * 
Men's and boy's clothing and furnishings stores 
Women's ready-to-wear stores 
Women's accessories and specialty stores, furriers 
Children's and infant's wear stores 
Family clothing stores 
Shoe stores 
Miscellaneous apparel and accessory stores 
Furniture stores 
Floor covering stores 
Drapery, curtain, and upholstery stores 
Miscel laneous home furnishing stores 
Household appliance stores 
Radio and television stores 
Music stores 
Eating places 
Drinking places (alcoholic beverages) 
Drug and proprietary stores 
Liquor stores 
Used merchandise stores 




Hobby, toy, and game shops 
*N.E.C.- not elsewhere classified 
Retail Trade 
5946 Camera and photographic supply stores 
5947 Gift, novelty, and souvenir shops 
5948 Luggage and leather goods stores 
5949 Sewing, needlework, and piece good stores 
596 Non-store retailers 
598 Fuel and ice dealers 
5992 Florists 
5993 Cigar stores and stands 
5994 News dealers and newsstands 
5999 Miscellaneous retail stores, N.E.C. • 
Selected Services 
7011 Hotels,motels, and tourist courts 
7032 Sporting and recreational camps 
7033 Trailering parks and campsites for transients 







































Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shops 
Funeral service and crematories 
Miscellaneous personal services 
Advertising 
Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Computer and data processing services 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment rental and leasing service 
Other business services 
Automotive rental and leasing, without drivers 
Automobile parking 
Top and body repair shops 
Other automotive repair shops 
General automotive repair shops 
Automotive services, except repair 
Radio and television repair shops 
Other electrical and electronic repair shops 
Reupholstery and furniture repair 
Other repair shops and related services 
Motion picture theaters 
Producers, orchestras, and entertainers 
Billiard and pool establ ishments 
Bowling alleys 
Other amusement and recreation services 
Dental laboratories 
Legal Services 































General contractors, residential bui ldings: other 
residential buildings 
Operative builders 
General contractors, nonresidential buildings: industrial 
buildings and warehouses 
General contractors, nonresidential buildings: 
nonresidential buildings, N.E.C. 
Highway and street construction 
Bridge, tunnel , and elevated highway construction 
Water, sewer, and utility lines 
Heavy construction, N.E.C. * 
Plumbing, heating, and air condit ioning 
Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Electrical work 
Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
Plastering, drywall , and insulation work 
Terrazzo, tile, marble, and mosaic work 
Carpentering 
Floor laying and other floorwork 
Roofing and sheet metal work 
Concrete work 
Water well drilling 
Structural steel erection 
Glass and glazing work 
Excavating and foundation work 
Wrecking and demolition work 
Installing building equipment, N.E.C. * 














Appendix 3. Ranking of Market Centers 
According to Business Opportunities Available 
Number of SICs Feasible to Start Number of SICs Feasible to Expand 
Con- Con-
Retail Service struction Total Retail Service struction Total Total 
2 12 9 23 9 8 3 20 43 
9 12 8 29 2 6 5 13 42 
9 14 11 34 10 12 4 26 60 
14 15 15 44 14 11 5 30 74 
5 12 12 29 6 10 2 18 47 
5 13 9 27 8 9 2 17 44 
6 11 9 26 3 11 4 18 44 
11 17 12 40 8 5 4 17 57 
7 14 11 32 11 10 4 25 57 
10 10 12 32 2 11 14 17 49 
12 19 13 44 14 8 14 26 70 
6 9 7 22 6 9 1 6 28 -- --







Appendix 4. Business Opportunities 
in the Ashland Market Center 
Family clothing store 
Miscellaneous general merchandise store 
7032 Sporting and recreational camp 
7215 Coin-operated laundry and dry cleaner 
724 Barber shops 
725 Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shop 
729 Miscellaneous personal services 
7392 Management, consulting, and public relations services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7932 Billiard and pool establishment 
7933 Bowling alley 
8072 Dental laboratory 
Construction 
1522 General contractor-other residential buildings 
1531 Operative builder 
1541 General contractor-industrial buildings and 
warehouses 
1542 General contractor-nonresidential buildings,N.E.C. • 
1622 Bridge, tunnel, and elevated highway construction 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1751 Carpentering 
1771 Concrete work 
1793 Glass and glazing work 
























Appendix 5. Business Opportunities 
in the Corbin• London Market Center 
Variety store 
Miscellaneous general merchandise store 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Dairy product store 
Women's accessory and specialty store, furrier 
Family clothing store 
Drug and proprietary store 
Camera and photographic supply store 
News dealer and newsstand 
Coin operated laundries and dry cleaning 
Photographic studio-portraits 
Barbershop 
Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shop 
Miscellaneous personal services 
Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Automobile parking 
Top and body repair shop 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Billiard and pool establ ishments 
Bowling alley 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1522 General contractor - other residential buildings 
1531 Operative builder 
1542 General contractor-other non-residential buildings 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1751 Carpentering 
1771 Concrete work 
1793 Glass and glazing work 
39 
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Appendix 6. Business Opportunities 












Miscellaneous general merchandise store 
Meat and fish market 
Family clothing store 
Drinking places 
Drug and proprietary store 
Liquor store 
Camera and photographic supply store 
Non-store retailer 
Florist 
7033 Trailering park and campsites for transients 
7215 Coin-operated laundry and dry cleaner 
722 Photographic studio-portraits 
724 Barbershop 
729 Miscellaneous personal services 
734 Services to dwellings and other buildings 
737 Computer and data processing services 
7392 Management, consulting, and public relations services 
7394 Equipment renting and leasing services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7933 Bowling alley 
8072 Dental laboratory 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1522 General contractor-other residential buildings 
1531 Operative builder 
1623 Water, sewer, and utility lines 
1721 Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1743 Terrazzo, tile, marble, and mosaic work 
1751 Carpentering 
1752 Floor laying and other floor work 
1771 Concrete work 


































Appendix 7. Business Opportunities 
in the Hazard Market Center 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Retai I bakery 
Miscellaneous food store 
Recreational and util ity trailer dealer 
Automotive dealer, N.E.C. * 
Men's and boys' clothing and furnishings store 
Women's accessories and specialty store, furrier 
Family clothing store 
Liquor store 
Camera and photographic supply store 
Drug and proprietary store 
Liquor stores 
Sewing, needlework, and piece goods store 
News dealer and newsstand 
Sports and recreational camp 




Miscellaneous personal services 
Computer and data processing services 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment renting and leasing services 
Other business services 
Automobile parking 
Top and body repair shop 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Bowling alley 
Other amusement and recreation services 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1522 General contractor-other residential builders 
1531 Operative builder 
1541 General contractor-industrial buildings and 
warehouses 
1611 Highway and street construction 
1622 Bridge, tunnel, and elevated highway construction 
1623 Water, sewer, and utility lines 
1629 Heavy construction, N.E.C. * 
1721 Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1751 Carpentering 
1752 Floor laying and other floor work 
1771 Concrete work 
1793 Glass and glazing work 
1794 Excavation and foundation work 























Appendix 8. Business Opportunities 
in the Maysville Market Center 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Boat dealer 
Family clothing store 
Sewing, needlework, and piece goods store 
News dealer and newsstand 
Trailering park and campsites for transients 
Photographic studio 
Barbershop 
Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shop 
Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Management, consulting, and publ ic relations services 
Equipment renting and leasing services 
Top and body repair shop 
Other electrical and electronic repair shop 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Bowling alley 
Other amusement and recreational services 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 
1541 General contractor-industrial buildings and 
warehouses 
1622 Bridge, tunnel , and elevated highway construction 
1623 Water, sewer, and utility lines 
1629 Heavy construction, N.E.C. • 
1721 Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
1731 Electrical work 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stoenwork 
1751 Carpentering 
1752 Floor laying and other floor work 
1771 Concrete work 





















Appendix 9. Business Opportunities 
in the Morehead Market Center 
Retai I bakeries 
Motorcycle dealer 
Floor covering store 
Drapery, curtains, and upholstery store 
News dealer and newsstand 
Trailering parks and campsites for transients 
Beauty shops 
Barbershop 
Miscellaneous personal services 
Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment renting and leasing services 
Other business services 
Top and body repair shop 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Other amusement and recreation services 
8072 Dental laboratory 
891 Engineering, architectural, and surveying services 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 








Heavy construction, N.E.C. * 
Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
Carpentering 
Floor laying and other floor work 
Concrete work 






















Appendix 10. Business Opportunities 
in the Mt. Sterling Market Center 
Miscellaneous food store 
Children's and infants' wear store 
Family clothing store 
Eating place 
Drinking place 
Hobby, toy and game shop 
Barbershop 
Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shop 
Miscellaneous personal services 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment renting and leasing services 
Automobile parking 
Top and body repair shop 
Radio and television repair shop 
Reupholstery and furniture repair 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Dental laboratory 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 
1622 Bridge, tunnel , and elevated highway construction 
1623 Water, sewer, and utility lines 
1721 Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1742 Plastering, dry wall , and insulation work 
1751 Carpentering 














Appendix 11. Business Opportunities 
in the Prestonsburg Market Center 
Meat and fish market 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Dairy product store 
Recreational and utility trailer dealer 
Women's accessories and specialty store 
Children's and infants' wear shop 
Family clothing store 
Draperies, curtains, and upholstery store 
Used merchandise store 
Hobby, toy, and game shop 
News dealer and newsstand 
7032 Sporting and recreational camp 
7033 Trailering park and campsites for transients 
7215 Coin-operated laundry and dry cleaner 
722 Photographic studio-portraits 
724 Barbershop 
734 Services to dwellings and other buildings 
737 Computer and data processing services 
7392 Management, consulting, and public relations services 
7394 Equipment renting and leasing services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
7622 Radio and television repair shop 
764 Reupholstery and furniture repair 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7932 Billiard and pool establishment 
7933 Bowling alley 
8072 Dental laboratory 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 











General contractor-nonresidential buildings, N.E.C. * 
Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
Plastering, drywall , and insulation work 
Terrazzo, tile, marble, and mosaic work 
Carpentering 
Floor laying and other floor work 
Concrete work 
Glass and glazing work 

























Appendix 12. Business Opportunities 
in the Richmond Market Center 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Retail bakery 
recreational and utility trailer dealer 
Women's accessories and specialty store, furrier 
Family clothing store 
Camera and photographic supply store 
News dealer and newsstand 
Sports and recreational camp 
Photographic studio-portraits 
Shoe repair, shoe shine, and hat cleaning shop 
Miscellaneous personal services 
Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Computer and data processing services 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment rental and leasing services 
Top and body repair shop 
Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
Bowling alley 
Other amusement and recreation services 
8072 Dental laboratory 
891 Architectural, engineering, and surveying services 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1522 General contractor-other residential buildings 
1531 Operative builder 









Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
Plastering, drywall, and insulation work 
Carpentering 
Floor laying and other floor work 
Concrete work 













Appendix 13. Business Opportunities 
in the Somerset Market Center 
Candy, nut, and confectionery store 
Dairy product store 
Recreational and utility trailer dealer 




Camera and photographic supply store 
Sewing, needlework, and piece goods store 
News dealer and newsstand 
7032 Sports and recreational camps 
7215 Coin-operated laundry and dry cleaner 
722 Photographic studio-portrait 
724 Barbershop 
737 Computer and data processing services 
7392 Management, consulting, and public relations services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7933 Bowling alley 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 











General contractor-other nonresidential buildings 
Heavy construction, N.E.C. • 
Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Masonry, stonesett ing, and other stonework 
Terrazzo, ti le, marble, and mosaic work 
Carpentering 
Concrete work 
Glass and glazing work 
Excavating and foundation work 
*N.E.C.-not elsewhere classif ied. 
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Appendix 14. Business Opportunities 




























Miscellaneous food store 
Women's accessories and specialty store, furrier 
Family clothing store 
Drinking place 
Liquor store 
Used merchandise store 
Hobby, toy, and game shop 
Camera and photographic supply store 
Luggage and leather goods store 
Sewing, needlework, and piece goods store 
Non-store retailer 
Cigar store and stand 
Sporting and recreational camp 
Trailering park and campsites for transients 





Services to dwellings and other buildings 
Computer and data processing services 
Management, consulting, and public relations services 
Equipment renting and leasing services 
Other business services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
764 Reupholstery and furniture repair 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7932 Billiard and pool establishment 
7933 Bowling alley 
8072 Dental laboratory 
Construction 
1521 General contractor-single-family houses 
1531 Operative builder 
1542 General contractor-nonresidential buildings, N.E.C. • 
1622 Bridge, tunnel, and elevated highway construction 
1623 Water, sewer, and utility lines 
1721 Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
1741 Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
1743 Terrazzo, tile, marble, and mosaic work 
1751 Carpentering 
1752 Floor laying and other floor work 
1771 Concrete work 
1793 Glass and glazing work 
1794 Excavating and foundation work 









Appendix 15. Business Opportunities 
in the Winchester Market Center 
Mobile home dealer 
Variety store 
Dairy product store 
Retai I bakery 
Boat dealer 
News dealer and newsstand 
7033 Trailering park and campsites for transients 
722 Photographic studio-portraits 
724 Barbershop 
7392 Management, consulting, and public relations services 
752 Automobile parking 
7531 Top and body repair shop 
7622 Radio and television repair shop 
792 Producer, orchestra, and entertainer 
7933 Bowling alley 
Construction 
1531 Operative builder 







Painting, paperhanging, and decorating 
Masonry, stonesetting, and other stonework 
Carpentering 
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The Appalachian Development Center was established in 1978 as 
Morehead State University's regional service arm. Committed to 
economic, social, and educational development in partnership with the 
people and institutions of Appalachian Kentucky, the center's major pro-
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